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Abstract: In any refinery raw water is stored in open reservoir and the surface of water in the reservoir being exposed to solar radiation. Due 
to this evaporation loss is occurred in reservoir. Many methods were proposed to reduce evaporation from open reservoir, which is having 
one or other disadvantage of their own. In this context evaporation can be avoided / reduced by adopting “Partial Solar Still” in water 
reservoirs instead of conventional open type reservoirs. Solar-Stills operate on the same principles that produce rainfall. Installing Replacing 
Partial Solar Still will result in avoiding / reducing evaporation, with yield of  ‘pure water’ (distilled-water equivalent to boiler feed 
water),as by-product.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Water is an essential thing of all living hoods in the world. In 
refinery’s water plays a major role in all process units and the 
refinery may have to take shutdown if water is not available 
(Particularly in Peek Summers). Due to the surface evaporation 
considerable amount of Water evaporates in the raw water 
reservoirs like in CPCL(Chennai petroleum corporation limited) 
which is of open type, i.e the surface of the reservoir being 
exposed to atmosphere and hence to the solar radiation. The above 
evaporation can be avoided/reduced by adopting “Partial SOLAR 
STILL” in the water reservoir instead of conventional open type 
reservoirs. Analysis in savings accruable, cost of the modification, 
pay back period are carried out.

2.PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

2.1 Present Condition   

 CPCL (Chennai Petroleum Corporation Limited) receives water 
for the refining purpose from Chennai Metro Water Board at a 
cost of Rs.60 per m3.This water is collected in reservoirs of 
various capacities such as 6.5 MGR, 5.5 MGR and 2.5 MGR. A 
considerable amount of this raw-water is treated in the DM water 
plant,to make Boiler feed (BFW)’.The cost of this treatment (to 
produce BFW) works out to be about 100 Rs. /m 3. Since it is a 
open type Reservoir, the water stored in the reservoirs is subject to 

surface evaporation. This surface evaporation is about 2%. The 
cost of the water loss due to evaporation (from the 6.6 MGR 
alone) works out to be 79,48,320 Rs. / year.                     

2.2 Proposed Modification                                                                                                                                        

“Partial SOLAR STILL” Provision in reservoir is proposed 
instead of open type reservoir. Replacing solar still will result in 
the following benefits:                                                                                                                                                       
a.The surface evaporation will avoid/reduce in turn water loss,                                                                                                                                                                       
b.will yield ‘Pure Water’ (distilled water equivalent to boiler feed 
water),as by product.                                                                    
solar stills operate on the same principles that produce rainfall. 
The sun-rays are allowed into and trapped in the ‘still’.Solar-still 
consists of  blackended basin basin containing raw-water at 
shallow depth, over which a transparent air-tight cover encloses 
the space above the basin completely. It has a roof like shape. . 
The cover usually glass , is sloped towards a collection trough. 
Solar radiation passes through the cover and is absorbed and 
converted into heat in the black surface. Neoprene Rubber packing 
is used in the black surface. Raw water in the basin is heated and 
the vapour produced gets condensed (pure water) on the cool 
interior of the roof. The glass roof transmits nearly all the 
radiation falling on it and absorbs very little. Hence it remains 
cool enough to condense the water vapour. The condensed water 
flows down the slopping roof and is collected in troughs at the 
bottom. This pure-water can be utilized as “boiler feed water’, 
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thus saving upon the ‘BFW’-making cost. Also, the installation 
will avoid water loss into the atmosphere, due to surface  
evaporation. Our main aim is to avoid the surface evaporation loss 
from the raw-water reservoirs, which can be achieved on installing 
the proposed ‘solar-still’. The recovery of pure-water is going to 
be only an additional benefit, the recovery-rate being enhanced by 
the basin concrete interior-surface blackening. The basin concrete 
interior-surface blackening may be done (optional), depending 
upon the possibility.

2.3 Design:

All Dimensions are in mm
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All Dimensions are in mm.

3.  Economics – Considering 6.6  MGR 

3.1  Savings accruable:

3.1.1  Savings on account  of  still pure water recovery :
Raw water reservoir capacity                   = 36,000 m3

(2 days of normal demand of the refinery)                       

Basin depth              = 3.3 m

Basin Surface area                                    = (36,000 / 3.3)m2

                                                                  =10,900 m2

Still pure water recovery @
 2 litres / 1 m2/ day             =(10,900x0.002) m3/day.
(Ref.Tamilnadu energy 
development agency TEDA and 
Star enterprises, Chennai)              = 21.8 m3 / day 

Taking clear-sunny period in Chennai as
10 months (305 days) per year,
Annual still pure water recovery              = 6649 m3 / year

As the water recovered from the still is 
very pure, it can be used as ‘boiler feed water’.
                            
Cost of ‘Boiler feed water’ (treatment cost)= 100 Rs. / m3

Therefore, Savings on account of still pure water
 recovery                 = (6649x100)Rs./year

                                                             = 6,64,900 Rs./ year.    

3.1.2  Savings on account of avoiding evaporation loss:   

Raw water consumption     =741 m3 /hr.  
(Ref:CPCL Process manual)

Evaporation loss in the raw water reservoir     = 2 %                   
Ref: Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency Limited 
(IREDA),Tamilnadu Energy Development Agency(TEDA).                                                                                                                                                             

              =( 741/0.98)x0.02m3/hr.

                                                  = 15.122 m3/hr.

                                = 362.938 m3/day                         

                                                  = 1,32,472 m3/day

Cost of raw water               = 60 Rs./ m3

Therefore,

Savings on account of avoiding 
evaporation loss     = 79,48,320 Rs./year

Savings on account of still pure 
water recovery        = 06,64,900 Rs./ year

Therefore, total savings
   = 86,13,220 Rs./ year    

3.2  Cost of the modification:

3.2.1 Cost of the glass roof:

 Surface area of the reservoir   = 10,900 m2

(For calculation purpose,  the reservoir surface is  considered to be 
a square  of the same area, which  would have the same  savings 
potential and construction cost, even for rectangular surface.)   

Slope angle (Optimum angle for Chennai)  = 200

(Ref.Tamil nadu energy development agency TEDA
and Star enterprises, Chennai)

Height at the centre (Ref. Sketch)                  =19.65m
(This height will be less for rectangular shaped reservoirs.)

Length of the inclination                  =57.47m

Surface area of the roof                  = (57.47 x 108 x 2)m2

                 =12,414 m2

Cost of the (solar-grade toughened) glass     = 450 Rs./m2
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Cost of the neoprene rubber packing             = 50 Rs./m2                       

(Including fixing charges)

Therefore, cost of the glass roof                  = (12,414 x 500) Rs.

                 = 62,07,000 Rs.1

3.2.1 Cost of the structural work:

Weight of the steel truss                                                                          
in kg/m2 of horizontal area                = 16.5 kg/m2

Total horizontal area              = 10,900 m2

Total weight of the trusses         = (10,900x16.5/ 1000)  tons

                                                      = 179.85 tons 2

Weight of purlins, anchor                                                                
bolts and brazings          =  006.00 tons 3

Weight of steel support-columns           =  010.00 tons 4

Total weight of the structural steel required   = 195.85 tons                                                                               
(add2,3 and 4)

Cost of the structural steel required                                                                 
@ 35,000 Rs. / ton                                  =  (195.85x 35,000) Rs.

         =  68,54,750 Rs.

                  Cost of brick-work on sides and                                                                                                    
RCC          RCC support work                                  = 04,00,000 Rs.

Hence, total cost the structural                                                          
work                                                            = 72,54,750 Rs.5

Therefore,cost of the modification            = 1,34,61,750 Rs.                                                  
(adding 1 and 5 )                                           (one-time investment)

3.3  Pay-back period:

                                                                                                                    
Total savings on account of avoiding evaporation                                 
loss and ‘still’ pure  water recovery = 86,13,220 Rs.year6

Reserve for annual maintenance 
Charges (Painting and cleaning)

for the installation               = 02,00,000Rs./year7

Therefore, net savings = 84,13,220 Rs. year
(6-7)(after writing-off for the
(recurring)
maintenance charges)             

Cost of the modification             = 1,34,61,750 Rs.
 (One-time investment)

Therefore, “pay-back period”  = 1 year, 7 months.

4 . Conclusion:

The proposed installation of “solar-still in the 6.6 MGR raw-
water reservoir in the refinery, would avoid the surface 
evaporation loss from the reservoir, enable recovery of pure-
water and fetch an   annual savings Rs.86,13,220 per year:

Total savings on account of still pure water 
 recovery and avoiding evaporation loss. = 86,13,220 Rs./year

 Reserve for annual maintenance charges
 (painting and cleaning) for the installation = 02,00,000 Rs./year

Therefore, net savings
 (after writing-off for the maintenance charges)

= 84,13,220 Rs./
year (recurring)

Cost of the modification
= 1,34,61,750 Rs.

            (one-time investment)

Therefore, “pay-back period”  1 year, 7 months.        

The economics indicated above is for the 6.6 MG raw-water 
reservoir.  Installing the ‘solar-still in the other two raw-water 
reservoirs viz.,  5.5 MGR and 2.5 MGR  would make multifold  
annual monetary gains to the company.
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